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Summary
Ponds for Life was a project funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund from April 2008 to March
2010. It was undertaken by reptile and amphibian charity Froglife in Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire.
Froglife runs a number of educational projects, including working with young offenders via a
contract with Peterborough Youth Offending Service (YOS) and a BBC Children in Need funded
project to offer conservation activities to vulnerable and disadvantaged young people across the
city. These supplement our conservation work creating and maintaining wildlife habitats and we
also have projects operating in Glasgow and London.
The aim of Ponds for Life was to promote Hampton Nature Reserve, a former brick pit and now
a Site of Special Scientific Interest for great crested newts and bearded stonewort in over 300
ponds.
The Reserve is owned by O&H Hampton Ltd and managed by Froglife on their behalf. It is not
open to the public, so visits are only possible via Froglife. A ‘woodland classroom’ was
developed on the site, to enable schools and other groups to come and learn on the Reserve.
Talks, walks and open days enabled people to come and visit the fascinating site, to spot
wildlife and learn the history of a former brownfield site that is now brimming with biodiversity.
Ponds for Life enabled us to reach new audiences, both people with a ongoing passion for
wildlife and those who were just beginning their journey as nature enthusiasts. We approached
the project with a creative, inclusive approach, taking the messages and stories from Hampton
Nature Reserve out into the community.
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Summary of targets and achievements
The project was promoted via our website, newsletter, emails, contact with the local press and
through our existing projects. There was generally a high level of enthusiasm for the activities
offered, with some people (particularly Hampton residents) being aware of the site, and others
simply keen for an opportunity for outdoor activities.
We met all the targets, with the exception of team building days, the reasons of which are
discussed below. Due to the location and nature of the site, it is not easily accessible to
everyone. There was a higher than anticipated need for activities that took Hampton Nature
Reserve out into the community, meaning that we more than exceeded targets for talks.
Theme

Ponds for Life Target

Project Achievements

Recruit ‘friends of ‘volunteers
and supporters of Hampton
Nature Reserve

Development of a volunteer
group and network of
supporters

Volunteer training and surveys

2 courses per year
Ongoing surveys
5 walks per year

Regular volunteers
100 people signed up to a contact
list to hear more about the
Reserve
9 training courses in year 1
Ongoing surveys
9 walks in year 1
8 walks in year 2
Woodland classroom and portable
gazebo with associated resources
17 in year 1
15 in year 2
2 in year 1
2 in year 2
Postcards, t-shirts, banners and
posters as well as press releases
and website
10 talks to groups
28 talks to groups
5 days year 1
2 days year 2
2562 people directly involved in
the project
1743 young people
145 people over 60
854 people from ethnic minorities
125 people with disabilities

Thematic walks
Conservation education
Visits to a woodland classroom
on Hampton Nature Reserve
Open days

Set up a woodland classroom
on site
14 walks per year
2 open days per year

Publicity and promotion of
Hampton Nature Reserve

Leaflets, area on website and
general promotion

Talks to groups

1 talk per year

Team building days for
businesses
Increased knowledge of
Hampton Nature Reserve
amongst Peterborough’s diverse
community

10 team building days per year
1400 young people
220 people over 60
357 people from ethnic
minorities
15 people with disabilities
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What did people have to say about Hampton Nature Reserve?
“It looks like mars,
but green.”

“It looks like hundreds of cats
hiding under a giant green duvet!”

The strange landscape of the Reserve is hard to describe. We asked visitors to give us two
words to try and capture their surroundings, and here are some of them:
Diverse

Mixed

Unusual

Stunning

Sanctuary

Tranquillity

Natural

Bumpy

Surprising

Rugged

Alien

Striking

Wild

Threatened

Large

Lunar-like

Grassy

Unspoilt

Muddy

A haven

Unique

Beautiful

Moundy

Regained

Windy

Scenic

Isolated

Interesting

Adventurous

Quiet

Bushy

Peaceful

This place rules!

What did people have to say about Ponds for Life activities?
We also asked people to give two words to describe the activities they were involved in:
Great

Educational

Fun

Muddy

Exciting

Joyful

Enjoyable

Informative

Education with a
difference

A great day out

Cold windy fun

Fantastic

Exciting

Cool

Wet

Happy
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Activities on Hampton
Nature Reserve
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Introduction
The fascinating story of Hampton Nature Reserve says a lot about the changing relationships
between humans and the natural world, and is rich in geological and historical heritage. The
Oxford Clay is packed with fossils from when the area was a Jurassic seabed, and many of
these were discovered when the landscape was scarred by ridges and furrows from the brick
industry from the 1800s to the late 1990s. Given protection as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSI), Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Geological Conservation Review (GCR)
when the surrounding area began to be developed at the end of the 20th Century, the Nature
Reserve is now buzzing with wildlife. The hills and hollows are covered with plants and there
are over 300 ponds hidden around the site. This exemplary brownfield site is home to over
30,000 great crested newts (possibly the largest population in Europe), relocated to the site
during the development, and the rare bearded stonewort algae is also found there. Common
toads, common lizards, slow worms, grass snakes and smooth newts also make their homes on
the Reserve site, as do water voles, bats and a large variety of invertebrates and birds.
The landscape is wild, rugged and varied, with some areas virtually inaccessible. There is also
a beautiful semi-ancient woodland with a number of ponds. Owned by O&H Hampton Ltd, the
site is not open to the public. Residents in the local housing developments at Hampton are
somewhat aware of the site, and it is often accessed by dog walkers and young people using
dirtbikes.

Ponds for Life activities
Ponds for Life aimed to supplement the role of the Reserve Warden, who manages the site, with
activities to make this precious and intriguing place more accessible and to involve more local
people in the management of the Reserve. At the beginning of the project we worked with the
landowners on a new access route for the Reserve via the Green Wheel, a cycle and walking
route that curves around the perimeter of the site. Walking onto the site this way takes a
minimum of thirty minutes or fifteen to drive at 10mph. The gate is also not wide enough for
minibuses, so another route (adding five to ten minutes onto the journey) was used for these
groups. Although this set up was not ideal (and there were occasional issues with gates being
locked or broken) this did make the site more accessible than before both for vehicles and on
foot, and time was added into session programmes for getting on and off the site. On the plus
side, groups visiting did have an increased feeling of going ‘into the wilderness’ after this
journey, and it was an interesting transition from the world of houses, shops and cars into the
remote and natural realm of the Reserve.
As much as possible, groups and individuals were given feedback forms to complete to evaluate
their involvement in the project and to offer pointers for improvement. Some of their quotes are
given below.
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Friends of Hampton Nature Reserve
This element of the project was co-funded by the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Biodiversity Partnership, and developed by the Reserve Warden (a role undertaken by
Francesca Barker until November 2009 and by Paul Furnborough from December 2009).
In 2008 the Hampton Nature Volunteers were trained in species identification, ecology and
surveying. Special emphasis was given to surveying pond habitats, although other non-pond
specific surveying was also explored throughout this project. The project consisted of two
elements; firstly, Froglife drew up a training programme for surveying ponds, attempting to
include important BAP species. In addition to this, separate volunteer groups were also
developed and trained to conduct regular monitoring of birds and butterflies at Hampton Nature
Reserve. Secondly, regular sessions were held for volunteers to conduct surveys of great
crested newts, water voles, birds and butterflies on Hampton Nature Reserve.
Additional volunteers were recruited through press releases in Peterborough to supplement the
original Hampton Nature Volunteer Group. Experts were recruited to give training days for the
volunteers. The volunteers were provided with surveying equipment and reference books to
assist them in their training alongside expert advice.
The following training days were organised to give the volunteers comprehensive guidance in
the identification and surveying of wildlife:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amphibian ecology, identification and surveying (Froglife).
Water vole identification and surveying (Ruth Hawskley, Wildife Trust).
Butterflies (Froglife and Sharon Hearle, Butterfly Conservation Trust).
Pond plants (Sarah Lambert).
Aquatic invertebrates (Peter Kirby).
Stonewort (Tim Pankhurst, Plantlife).
Establishment of Hampton Reserve Bird Recorders (Froglife).
Practical amphibian survey at HNR (Froglife).
Great crested newt larvae survey (Froglife).

A total of 26 volunteers participated and 950 volunteer hours were spent on this project in 2008
(including the training and subsequent surveys). Throughout 2009 and into 2010 a regular
group of 28 volunteers has been attending work days, and involved in ongoing surveys and
transects.
Following the training volunteers went on to assist in Froglife’s surveys:
•
•
•
•
•

Great Crested Newt annual survey,
Water Vole survey (new records),
Weekly Butterfly transects (first citing of the Dingy Skipper in May 2008),
Monthly Bird transects, and
Great Crested Newt larvae monitoring at Hampton Nature Reserve.

Volunteers are continuing to survey the site and this data will be passed on to Cambridgeshire
Biological Records Centre.
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Lessons Learnt and ideas:
•

As a result of the training, Froglife’s volunteers have improved their species knowledge
and provided Froglife with much needed field staff. Hampton Nature Reserve now has
substantial data on water voles, butterflies, and birds where it had previously been
absent.

•

The main challenges to the project were maintaining volunteer retention, interest and
commitment to all the species. We found that the most popular training sessions were
on the vertebrates such as amphibians and water voles, whereas invertebrate and
stonewort training sessions had relatively low attendance.

•

Volunteers expressed an interest in focusing on certain species for future years which
wouldn’t comprise so much of their time and would allow them to further develop their
identification and surveying skills. In hindsight, it is also unrealistic to expect the
volunteers to develop a passion about all species. It would be more realistic to create
and formalise separate “ecology” groups. The groups could then survey outside of HNR
assisting other organisations by providing valuable data to land owners, the
Cambridgeshire Biodiversity Records Centre and fulfil Cambridgeshire’s HAPs and
BAPs.

•

In addition to the above, challenges were also experienced when studying the more
“tricky” species. For example, many aquatic invertebrates are not easily identified after
one training session. It is anticipated that by forming a more dedicated team of
volunteers to survey aquatic invertebrates in particular, further training and practice will
allow the volunteers to develop their skills. By following the Pond Conservation’s
Predictive System for Multimetrics (PSYM) methodology for surveying a pond, valuable
data can be obtained by just surveying the aquatic invertebrates to family level. This
would be more realistic for volunteer surveyors and not compromise the accuracy of the
data.

•

Pond Conservation’s PSYM methodology is a relatively straight forward pond survey
technique that assesses the biological quality of still waters in England. It follows a
standard methodology and can be used to determine a “priority” pond and compare
biodiversity between ponds. The methodology focuses on identifying aquatic
invertebrates to family level and plants to species level, as well as collating general
environmental data about the pond. A number of volunteers could be specifically trained
in using this methodology for assessing ponds through further training.

•

Not everyone interested in supporting the Reserve was able to work as a volunteer on
site. We also recruited 100 people via events who signed up to hear more about our
work and upcoming events. These were sent event programmes and digital copies of
our newsletter. We also had 16 people on a paper mailing list, who were sent listings
and copies of the newsletter. We will keep in touch with these contacts and hope that
they can be involved in future events and volunteering.
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Walks
Over the course of Ponds for Life we hosted 17 walks with different themes and target
audiences. These included a ‘Logs For Frogs’ walk for families with wildlife gardening tips as
part of Peterborough’s Green Festival, a walk for local businesses, bat walks with the Women’s
Institute and University of the Third Age, and a number of visits for local walking groups. For
families we hosted a discovery walk with mini computers loaded with an interactive walk
package (developed in partnership with Natural Networks), pond dipping and a spring ‘Buds and
Blossoms’ walk when we spotted a newly emerged dragonfly pumping up its wings. We also
hosted a stonewort spotting walk in partnership with Plantlife for beginner and specialist
botanists.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

The families that attended these events tended to already have an interest in
conservation or wildlife, or may have had previous contact with us via talks or visits to
schools or Scouts, or other groups.

•

Attendance was markedly improved on walks when people from local organisations were
invited and able to bring people along. We developed a number of positive local
partnerships in this way.

•

Summer holidays surprisingly were not the ideal time for family activities, unless in
partnership with another group, perhaps due to holidays.

•

We advertised walks via our website, leaflet drops and local press, in each case
mentioning the need to book if attending. This was not only to give an idea of numbers
for staffing, but also to collect contact details in case of any problems. However, a
number of people attended every walk without booking, or booked and then did not
attend! This is worth remembering for future events – a booking system is certainly
helpful but there is also a need for flexibility. Online or email booking is more convenient
than phoning to reserve a place.

“Enjoyed by all
group, even though
members needs
varied.”

“A very informative visit
for our age group."
“Just want to say thank you
for being so helpful and
friendly on the Bat Walk. I
really enjoyed this
experience.”
“We gained an increased perception of available
wildlife on the doorstep of Peterborough.”
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Woodland classroom visits
A woodland classroom was developed on Hampton Nature Reserve as part of Ponds for Life.
This, and materials to support it, was part funded by the HLF grant, and through BBC Breathing
Places. The Reserve Warden created a small project to create a Forest School on the site and
to run a Wildlife Trust Wildlife Watch group.
We also worked with the Peterborough Natural Networks team to create an interactive walk
around the site, guided by small persona computers through which visitors could listen to a
guided tour and access wildlife information.
This meant that we were able to purchase a number of resources, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wooden log benches created by volunteers and young offenders.
Good quality tarpaulin that can be tied to trees with ropes to create some cover from the
rain.
A ground sheet.
Headphones and cases for the small computers.
Hand tools and gloves.
Storage boxes.
A portable gazebo for use at any point of the site (whereas the woodland classroom was
in a set location).
A set of Field Studies Guides for activities.

We hosted 32 woodland classroom sessions on the Reserve, with schools, youth clubs,
Brownies and Scouts, and Young Carers. This included work with the Youth Inclusion Project
with young British Asians, many of whom had little experience of working outdoors and were
involved in team and confidence building activities.
Groups were limited to a maximum of 16 young people if possible, with appropriate staff. This
was not only requested by the Reserve owners as a maximum for health and safety reasons, it
was also felt to be more beneficial for the young people in terms of contact time. In the case of
school visits, this was something of a problem as class sizes tend to be a lot bigger than 16 and
teachers were hoping to bring whole classes or whole year groups (30 to 60 pupils in some
cases) with a minimum of staffing. In the majority of sessions, there was only one Froglife staff
member present, both keeping an eye on what the group was doing and leading the activities.
This did mean that some schools chose not to visit the site as they were unable or unwilling to
split classes. The schools and groups who did visit included a number of special schools who
had smaller classes and higher supervision, hand-picked young people in smaller groups, and
youth groups. Staff from the schools or groups were responsible for managing behaviour whilst
Froglife staff ran the activities and helped all the young people in a group engage in the session.
Froglife has a proven track record of hands-on, learner-centred educational activities, and we
developed our repertoire and resources over the course of Ponds for Life. Sessions had a
positive, inclusive and curious approach to exploring and discovering the secrets of the
Reserve. Activities offered in sessions were cross-curricular and interactive, and included:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wildlife spotting – pond dipping, bird watching and bug hunting
Learning about different habitats – woodland, ponds, identifying and learning about
plants
Arts and crafts – making flower headdresses, painting the landscape, making and
drawing with charcoal, painting stages on the landscapes history, making things from
clay and natural materials, landscape art, willow weaving
Making habitats – creating log piles, making bug homes and bird boxes to take home
Pic nics and bonfires – including fire safety and taking litter home
Den building
Tree climbing
Fossil hunting
Animal handling

Froglife staff gave a general mark from 1-5 for behaviour and learning in each session,
considering both ‘soft’ outcomes (such as involvement in group discussions, general
atmosphere) and ‘hard’ outcomes (such as animal and plant identification, understanding
concepts in the session). All the sessions over the course of the project were ranked between
3-5 with an average of 4.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

We had varied success with the small computers (PDAs) loaded with the guided walk.
The content is meant to be triggered depending on your position on the Reserve using
GPS, however this was quite unreliable. The content (a verbal guided walk, photos and
wildlife information) was excellent, and the devices seem to work better when the visitors
trigger it themselves, rather than depend on it happening automatically. There was also
some debate to the extent that the devices separated people from what they were
seeing, but it was felt that they were a good ‘way in’ particularly for young people. This
audience was more likely to be savvy in using the devices, and working with something
technologically appealing may help some young people find out more about wildlife and
start to connect with the landscape.

•

Working with groups targeted through schools and youth groups meant that we got a
more mixed audience than the walks – so we attracted novices and those who perhaps
felt initially quite uncomfortable outdoors as well as those with more experience and
enthusiasm. For the beginner groups, an important part of the sessions was just
acclimatising to being in such a wild environment and positive activities included jumping
in puddles, climbing trees and generally coping with being muddy or dealing with the
weather. In future projects, funding for wellies in a selection of sizes and waterproofs
could be beneficial for those not use to being outdoors.

•

Sessions were generally more successful if the group were visited before hand for a talk
or taster of the activities, particularly the groups with special educational needs. Groups
also benefited more from a number of visits, enabling them to try more things and build
in confidence.
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•

Working with smaller groups (maximum of 16) paid off in some really special interactive
and hands-on sessions, often with vulnerable or disadvantaged young people who
enjoyed a lot of supervision from staff. The atmosphere in these sessions was
conducive to exploring and trying new things, in a way that wouldn’t have been possible
for larger groups. For future education projects it is worth considering the possibility of
having two members of staff funded for sessions, as that would make organising and
running activities more manageable. When Ponds for Life linked in with other Froglife
educational projects and was therefore able to share staff this was certainly beneficial.

“I found a beetle with pink on it and I held the slow
worm and I used to be afraid of those sort of things.
Froglife was able to get me into bird watching and
helped me realise what fun it is to go outside and
look for minibeasts, birds and reptiles.”

“It was so
much fun.”

“Wicked!”

“Really fun and
really wet!”
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Open Days
We organised two open days per year for Ponds for Life with 135 visiting the Reserve through
these events in total. The largest event we ran on Hampton Nature Reserve was the Big Draw
Big Newt Day (see below for further discussion). This involved over 70 people coming to the
site to help create a giant drawing of a newt using bricks. The event was very successful in
terms of attendance and engagement, and was also very staff heavy (involving 5 members of
staff) to offer lots of activities and help with supporting and welcoming visitors. The other open
days were smaller, and included two autumnal visits for Froglife supporters, and an event tied in
with the Robo Frog competition for National Science and Engineering Week in March 2009
which was very small (discussed below).
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

Open days on Hampton Nature Reserve present something of a challenge, due to the
lack of facilities, the time it takes to actually get onto site, and the fact that the gates onto
the Reserve needed to remain locked (so people couldn’t drive on and off of their own
accord). We handled this on the Big Newt Day by booking a minibus for the session to
ferry people backwards and forwards around the Green Wheel. For the events on which
people had to book, we booked a minibus to pick people up and collect them from the
centre of the reserve, or drove on and off in convoy.

•

Ideally, events would be booked onto by people and have a set start and end time,
however this does challenge the concept of an ‘open day’! Encouraging people to walk
or cycle around the Green Wheel could provide a solution, but only for those who could
access the site in this way.

•

All in all, themed events for specific targeted audiences may be a better way to promote
the Reserve, offering a number of smaller activities. This would help with logistics, but
also mean that activities offered could be better tailored for the needs and interests of
audiences.

Talks
This was the area that changed the most from the intended targets for the project. We had
originally intended to run one talk for each year of the project, however (including sessions at
the Under the Surface installation mentioned below) we ran a total of 44 talks in the community
reaching 1598 people. Visits to groups included talks for school classes or whole school
assemblies, sometimes for schools that could not make it to the Reserve. We also visited a
number of gardening groups to give talks about wildlife-friendly gardening and lessons that
could be learnt from the Reserve. A number of groups working with older people also invited us
to talk, and some of this audience were not able to visit the Reserve due to mobility. There was
also a demand for us to be involved in talking or running activities at local events and
conferences, which we did when there was an appropriate connection to the Reserve and/or
walks or specific events to publicise.
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Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

Offering a varied programme of talks to different groups and schools would be a
beneficial part of a future project. This could include curriculum linked activities,
general introductions to wildlife and conservation concepts, or hands-on involvement
in bigger projects.

•

There may be some scope for charging for visits, however in a number of cases the
demand was from other charities or small groups.

•

This is an important aspect of a community project in order to make conservation as
widely accessible as possible.
“We learnt the
“We gained a better
importance of
“Staff and children enjoyed the visit from
awareness of
wildlife and what it
Froglife. Ideas gained for further lessons.”
endangered amphibians
needs to survive.”
and plants and insects.”
“We learnt lots! Most of the children
didn’t know what amphibian and
reptiles were and your explanation of
bio-diversity was great.”

“I was surprised to learn
how high frogs can jump!”

Team building days
This was the area of the project that posed the most challenges. There was a number of
reasons we didn’t manage to make the target of 10 team building days for each year of the
project, hosting 7 days over the life or the project rather than 20. Organisations were contacted
via email and leaflets, and a number of people expressed an interest. It is also something that
we offer via our corporate sponsorship package. The problem really came in the time of year
that people wanted activities and what they hoped to do. The majority of groups that were
interested were keen to help with practical habitat management, which could only be
undertaken in the appropriate season and with support from the Reserve Warden to make sure
that teams were doing tasks that supported the management plan. This worked well on the a
number of days, when the Warden had tasks that needed extra people-power. However, one of
the groups were so gung-ho with the tools that it cost us more to replace what they had broken
than we benefited from their time! Offering days based around other activities (such as wildlife
spotting, den building or creative sessions) that could be run without the involvement of the
Reserve Warden and offered all year were not taken up by businesses.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

We have developed a positive relationship with the Environment Agency, who came to
the site on three occasions during the project and proved a very useful and positive
team. The staff are given regular opportunities to volunteer and are sympathetic to
conservation approaches, and may be able to help the Reserve Warden with future
habitat management projects.
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•

We could possibly work with other organisations offering team building sessions (such
as trainers and consultants), offering the site and some staff support for activities more
structured to bring out the strengths and skills of teams from businesses. This is
potentially something we could charge for.

•

If we hoped to pursue team building days further, it would require some investigation and
evaluation of which companies we could work with, and a clear offer of what groups
could be involved with and when. This is something we could do with clarifying for our
corporate supporters package as at the moment not many of them seem to take up this
part of the package.
“We thoroughly enjoyed cutting and helping move previously
cut shrubbery and learned a lot about Froglife, crested
newts, Hampton Vale, etc.”

General promotion and publicity
Ponds for Life promoted Hampton Nature Reserve, its wildlife and messages in a variety of
ways. Materials were designed in-house, and we used both professional and in-house printing.
One of the challenges in this part of the project was promoting a site that is not open to the
public and not owned by Froglife. We had to be very careful about this and couldn’t, for
example, include any maps to the area, or create a logo for the site. The initial plan to create a
leaflet about the Reserve was therefore changed, and we addressed the challenges by creating
a range of resources for different audiences.
Materials produced by Ponds for Life:
•

Hampton Nature Reserve area of the website, with an updatable Google document with
a list of upcoming activities.

•

Pages in the FrogPage Newsletter focussing on the Reserve, distributed to Froglife
Supporters and used as general publicity materials (750 copies).

•

Fliers and leaflets with a timetable of walks and activities which were regularly updated
and distributed via schools, groups and visits to deliver talks (2300 copies).

•

Press releases to local media about the project and activities (with 7 articles featured in
the local and national press).

•

Appearances on local radio.

•

Postcards featuring photographs and paintings to back up the messages of the project
4000 copies).
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•

Banners promoting the Reserve and educational opportunities which were used at
events (4 banners used at 12 events).

•

A poster featuring the amphibians and reptiles that could be spotted in Peterborough
and Cambridgeshire 1000 copies).

•

T-shirts for staff and volunteers to wear for events and educational sessions (15 t-shirts).

•

An email distribution list sent regular updates about Froglife, the Reserve, upcoming
events and how they could get involved (100 people on Hampton specific mailing list,
1600 people on general Frogbites mailing list).

Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

Future education project outputs could include postcards and posters that back up key
project messages. These are not only useful promotional tools, they serve as a
memento of an experience with Froglife and a reminder of our messages and mission for
people to take away.

•

We found that t-shirts or some sort of uniform was important for giving a sense of
authority and identity at events. This could be when visiting events or organisations for
talks, in which case it helped identify staff as working and people who could be
approached to ask questions, for example. This was also important when hosting
events on the Reserve, particularly for larger groups, where it again helped to identify
staff. Also, if there were people using the Reserve without permission, a uniform helped
give authority to staff to approach members of the public. Ideally you would want t-shirts
and fleeces to cover any weather eventuality!

•

We are lucky enough to have a lot of communication and design skills in house
(including graphic design, illustration and web design skills) meaning that we are able to
produce materials on a tight budget. It may be beneficial to bear this in mind for
recruitment if key staff leave, and as a number of these staff are not fully funded, project
budgets that contribute for their time are helpful.

General profile and use of site
Over the course of Ponds for Life we directly worked with 2562 people, which included 674
adults aged 18-60, 145 people over 60 and 1743 young people. Approximately 125 people had
disabilities, although those were only the ones we knew about as we were working with groups
with special needs, so the actual number was probably more. We didn’t ask all participants
about their ethnicity or employment, as we felt this was a sensitive area for people who were
simply coming on a walk or a talk. The majority of people coming on walks and open days
tended to be white, but Peterborough is a culturally diverse city so work with schools and other
groups could be assumed to reflect that diversity with an estimated 30% being from ethnic
minorities or 854 people.
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Inappropriate leisure use is a major challenge in Froglife’s management of the Reserve. It
proves hard to measure, as by its nature it often happens when Froglife staff are not on site.
However, one of the Hampton Nature Reserve volunteers has been monitoring public use of the
Reserve and we have been reporting dirt bike use to the Police. Four main groups seem to be
using the Reserve without permission: dog walkers, young people with bikes/motorbikes and
families. These may cause issues with disturbance or ponds and ground nesting birds. Froglife
is in a challenging position as we do not use the site and have no control over the position of
access to the site. This is likely to be more of an issue as further development around the
Reserve increases pressure on the site. The owners O&H Hampton Ltd have improved the
signs around the Reserve, explaining why that land is private, which may help as the previous
signs were not as clear.
All of the promotional materials for the project mentioned that the site was private and that
Froglife activities offered a unique opportunity to access the site, and this was reiterated to
groups on visits and via talks.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

It would be beneficial to continue to supplement the role of the Reserve Warden with
community outreach work such as events and talks, and there is certainly a demand for
this in the city. A number of the people worked with on the project are keen to be
involved and to return to the site for activities, so this is something that we could look at
building into future fundraising bids.

•

Access to the site remains a contentious issue, and ideas for dealing with it more
positively could be developed with the landowners. One idea would be to recruit more
people as volunteers and supporters of the site, with access as a trade off. For
example, dog walkers could be involved in patrolling and monitoring the site and take
their dog with them (on a lead).

•

The project certainly raised the profile of the site, both giving greater information to
people who were aware and curious about the site before working with us, and people
who had never heard of the site before. The website and other promotional materials
will enable us to keep promoting the Reserve, and the facilities on the site will mean that
we can use the site for our other activities and projects.
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Big Draw Big Newt
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Project Highlights
The Big Draw Big Newt Day
As one of the open days for the Reserve in 2008, we hosted an art themed event involving the
creation of a giant land-art newt using bricks. It was decided to tie this in with the Big Draw – a
national, annual art themed event in the October half term. We then received extra funding from
Peterborough Adult Education College as it fell within the remit of their Family Learning Week.
To help create the giant land-art newt, building suppliers Wolseley donated 2,000 bricks and 10
tonnes of gravel through Froglife’s relationship with local housing association Cross Keys
Homes and their construction firm Mears. O&H Hampton Ltd, owners of the Reserve, and local
construction firm GKL covered the cost of a surveyor to mark out a giant newt, from an
engineer’s CAD drawing. Marshalls Aerospace also donated a flight over the Big Newt, on
which we took a number of funders. As the event was taking place amidst lots of media
attention on the credit crunch and possible recession, a positive family event with so much
generous support was timely and received an amount of good publicity as a result.
The people taking part were involved in creating a giant work of art celebrating the two big
features in the heritage of the Reserve – the history of the brick industry and its current status
as a newt haven. The Reserve is still covered in old bricks, which provide valuable spaces for
amphibians and reptiles to hide and hibernate.
As well as collaborating with each other, staff and volunteers, people involved in the Big Newt
had to use practical skills such as digging, working with bricks and using tools such as spades
and wheel barrows. They were supported in this by 2 members of staff and a volunteer. It was
also a chance to have a go at land art on a large scale, a different sort of drawing than most
people had tried before. Hopefully, those involved felt an increased ownership of the Reserve
through their contribution, and will return to the site for future events.
This was the most popular activity of the day and the Scouts who came carried on working on it
for the entire time they were there. The staff and volunteers managing the activity set up a
system of transporting bricks and gravel through a human chain, and the members of the public
involved did a great job. The newt wasn’t finished by the end of the day, but was completed
with other groups of young people. There was a real buzz around the activity – it was muddy
and cold, but very satisfying as the newt took shape and started to look really impressive and
professional. It bore out again for Froglife the pleasure and satisfaction that young people can
get from practical activities with a clear focus and end result.
It was surprising that rather than dropping into the activity for a short while and then moving on
to other things, a lot of people stayed on the Newt for a long time and didn’t take part in anything
else. Other activities included decorating a jar with a picture of a great crested newt,
contributing to three large paintings that captured the different phases in the life of the reserve,
making animal masks, storytelling and sketching.
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77 people were recorded via 20 registration forms, and 9 feedback forms were completed.
There were 5 volunteers and 5 members of Froglife staff supporting the event, as well as a
member of staff from the Library Service and a tutor from the College. More people attended
the event than it was possible to encourage to fill in forms, due to the weather and the minibus
arriving before forms were completed. Rather than families, some youth groups came with
large numbers of young people and staff supporters, and not all family members were recorded
on the forms, making it reasonable to estimate that there were more than 100 attendees
throughout the day, with over half of them being young people.
Young people were given a Big Newt Challenge Form, to assess their knowledge and
confidence in art and in being outside before and after the day. On the fact side, we were
hoping people would take away learning about the newt lifecycle and the history of the Reserve.
On the skills side, people were encouraged to have a go at different creative activities to build
their confidence and explore different media. As a conservation charity, there was also an aim
to encourage families to enjoy a natural area, whatever the weather, and spend time outdoors.
There were questions on the Challenge Form to see how much of the information about newts
and the Reserve the young people had taken in and understood, which adults could have
helped to fill in.
When they first arrived, young people had to give themselves a mark out of 10 as an artist and
as a wild child; someone who enjoys nature and being outdoors. They also had to give
themselves a new mark at the end of the day, as well as answering questions about their
knowledge in their own words. 14 young people filled in the forms and returned them, and were
rewarded with stickers and a booklet about amphibians and reptiles. Over 50 young people
attended, but didn’t complete or hand in their forms.
All the young people except one marked themselves at the same level or higher after the
activities. They expressed varying amounts of knowledge and understanding before and after
their involvement in the event, with the majority saying that their favourite newt fact was finding
out that they are slimy. This wasn’t overtly covered in the activities, but is worth remembering
as a feature that young people may find interesting. There was some confusion about newts
being “minibeasts” a term that is often used to describe insects, or newts being reptiles when
they are amphibians. The general feedback seemed to be positive, with “cold” and “muddy”
featuring regularly in descriptions of the event.
9 adults filled in evaluation forms supplied by the College, 4 people rated the day as excellent
and 5 as very good.
Despite the cold and windy weather, this was a successful and exciting event with a good turn
out. One of the Scouts giving it “100 out of 10” in the video on the Evening Telegraph website.
The creation of the Big Newt was a real highlight, not only helping to gather publicity and
enthusiasm before the event, but also providing a really enjoyable and exciting activity for
people on the day. It was a shame that the learning about newts and the Reserve weren’t more
embedded and evidenced in the Challenge Forms, but part of the aim of the day was to get
members of the local community to participate in outdoor and creative activities, and this was
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certainly achieved. For some participants, this was a capacity building exercise, helping them to
appreciate the fun that could be had outside, whatever the weather.
The Scouts and the Youth Inclusion Project brought groups of young people, and they made up
the majority of the children attending the event, rather than families. All the people recorded on
the registration forms came from Peterborough and nearby towns and villages.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Although it is a great campaign, for future open days on the Reserve it may be better not to
tie in with the Big Draw, as late October is a tricky time for outdoor activities.
The availability of hot food and drinks, and possibly toilet facilities could help an event, and
possibly attract more people.
Information and learning aims could be embedded through different activities and
approaches, including quizzes and other challenges.
Contacting more youth groups to book in for particular time slots at events to help keep
momentum up during the day.
Ensuring that sponsors, donors and their families are invited to the events to see where their
materials of funding goes.
Making sure there is an exciting focus to the event, something unusual for people to try that
will help gain positive publicity.
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Robo Frog
In the build up to National Science and Engineering Week 2009, Froglife worked with
Peterborough Library Service to offer a number of activities for a Robo Frog Competition.
Families and groups of young people were asked to design and build a frog that could jump,
using recycled materials. The project was launched in Peterborough’s Central Library with a
busy session on why and how frog’s jump, including making origami frogs. Entry forms, ideas
and rules were available on our website and given out at events, and we generated a lot of
publicity including being in the local paper and local BBC radio. There was also an open day on
Hampton Nature Reserve with fun activities learning more about frogs and their habitats. The
final judging event was held as part of Peterborough’s Green Festival in May.
We visited schools and groups explaining the competition and helping young people start
making Robo Frogs, including speaking to 350 pupils at Hampton College for their Enterprise
Week and visiting Parkhouse School for young people with autism. Information was sent to
schools to inform pupils about the competition. We wrote to celebrities associated with science,
engineering, frogs and wildlife and asked them to customise a postcard, and had prizes kindly
contributed by television presenter Adam Hart-Davies and author-illustrator Lauren Child.
4 families (7 young people with 9 adults) entered the competition, which was enthusiastically
judged by Dr Jo Guy of the Ministry of Defence and Dr Peter Brotherton of Natural England.
There was a selection of very creative and clever entries. The longest jump was by a frog
constructed from an old cycle helmet with hinged legs and bungy cords to power to jump! Other
materials included handmade springs, clothes pegs, bicycle inner tubes, and plastic.
Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

Despite the high level of publicity for the competition it wasn’t taken up by many people.
The pupils that were involved in sessions where staff visited their school were
enthusiastic, but most didn’t take the project any further.

•

This project would have benefitted from more visits to schools and groups to help start
making the frogs, as it was quite a complicated thing to be asked to do. The fact that it
was extra curricular (families with primary school children needed to work on frogs at
home together, secondary school children needed to work together out of school) also
meant that those that entered probably already had an interest in frogs, science or
making things. These points were taken into consideration for the Under the Surface
event below.

•

We were probably over-cautious with the rules for the competition, which may have put
people off. If we ran this sort of thing again, being less specific about the materials used
or the method of propulsion may mean that more people get involved and that entries
could be more creative.

•

The prizes from celebrities and the expert judges added a level of excitement to the
competition, meaning that despite being small this was a very special event for those
involved. The judges gave the young people and families a lot of praise and
encouragement, the winners were given some great prizes and the final event had a
really positive atmosphere.
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Under the Surface
Under the Surface was an event to celebrate the end of Froglife’s Ponds for Life project, tying in
with National Science and Engineering Week from the 12th to the 20th of March 2010 which in
turn complemented the International Year of Biodiversity campaign. Ponds for Life was funded
by the Heritage Lottery Fund to promote Hampton Nature Reserve. As many people, for
various reasons, found it difficult to visit the site we decided that another way to promote the
reserve was to take it out into the community, making its messages and stories accessible to a
wider audience. We decided to takeover a venue in the city centre and transform it into a giant
pond habitat, hoping to create a tangible sense of what real biodiversity feels like.
In the first phase, during the two months before Science and Engineering Week, the Ponds for
Life Project Officer and Froglife’s Conservation Youth Worker (funded by BBC Children in Need)
visited a number of schools and groups to create pond creatures ten times bigger than their real
size. Visits included a talk about the biodiversity value of ponds, some information about the
creatures that lived there, and general discussions about biodiversity loss and how people could
help. In the second phase, creatures made by the schools, community groups, guiding groups,
young offenders and Froglife staff were then assembled in The Old Still, a former pub that has
become an art gallery in the centre of Peterborough. The groups and the general public were
invited to visit the installation for a tour and activities during National Science and Engineering
Week, consequently taking part in science lessons with a difference.
Phase 1 - Taking conservation out and about
The Ponds for Life Project Officer and the Green Pathways Conservation Youth Worker ran
sessions with 15 groups with students including 12 schools around Peterborough. The Green
Pathways Scheme is a project involving vulnerable and disadvantaged young people with an
interest in the outdoors in conservation activities. Some of the groups from this project were
involved in making creatures, as were other schools and guiding groups.
Where possible, groups watched an animation created to celebrate the International Year of
Biodiversity in 2010, which parodied the ‘Da Vinci Code’ film. The themes of the animation were
the web of life, and how humans had forgotten they were connected to other animals. It
highlighted that human destruction of habitats and animals meant that they were also putting
themselves in danger. The groups that did watch the animation really seemed to enjoy it and
take in the messages that were then echoed in the sessions making pond creatures.
For all groups, discussion revolved around reminding humans that they are linked to other
animals, that we have lost some species through our behaviour, and that looking after ponds is
a good way to help biodiversity. Handouts were created for the groups with information and
pictures of pond creatures and plants for them to scale up into models using junk, fabric, wire
and papier mache. Using a child centred approach the models were very much based on the
young people’s own ideas and imagination, with staff helping them to put the materials together.
This led to some fantastically weird and wonderful creations! A total of 111 creatures were
created, with over 300 blobs of cellophane frogspawn and 6 metres of giant toadspawn! There
was a high level of enthusiasm, excitement and problem solving evident during each session.
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Phase 2 - Visiting a pond in the centre of the city
The creations by the young people, as well as things that had been finished and created by
Froglife staff, were arranged in a room at the Old Still. This former pub is currently being run as
an art gallery and studio space and we were given a street-facing room with a large window.
The creatures and plants were supplemented with blue and green fabric and cellophane, disco
and fairy lights, a bubble machine and music, to create an extra special under water
atmosphere.
Interpretation included a number of signs and labels around the gallery, especially for those who
visited when Froglife staff were not present to run sessions. The gallery was open to the
general public Tuesday to Saturday 10-3, with a system of each visitor being asked to put a
pebble in a pot to record visits. There were 77 drop-in visitors during the week. We also offered
staffed drop in sessions on the two Saturday afternoons attracting 51 people, and a networking
lunch session for 20 people from local organisations. Over the course of the week we had a
total 288 visits.
Groups were invited to visit the installation for structured sessions and 13 groups attended
separately for 1 to 1.5 hours. More groups and schools were invited, but were unable to make
the visits, in some cases due to transport issues despite the event being in the centre of town.
Structured sessions followed a plan that was adapted to suit the needs and interests of each
group.
Evaluation and Learning
41 adults completed the NSEW evaluation form about their visit. The majority of these were
likely to be staff and helpers for the structured visits and attendees of the networking event, who
were directly asked to fill in the forms. 36 of those rated the event as both ‘very enjoyable’ and
‘very interesting’(the highest option), with the others rating ‘fairly’ (the second highest) or giving
no answer to that question. There was space on the forms for people to say what they liked
best about the event. A number of people mentioned the fact that the artwork had been made
by young people, and involvement in that process as a highlight. Creative communication,
visual effects, engagement and interactivity were also important aspects.
Some of our favourite comments are given below:
“What did you like most about Under the Surface?”
“Creative aspect,
excellent work by
young people.”

“The cooperation of all involved culminating in an excellent
presentation enabling people to experience life under the surface
and hopefully educating them to their effects on the environment.”

“Diversity
and
creativity.”

“The whole set up
- interesting and
informative.”
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“The fact that we could all be involved liked the 'hands on' approach. Great
way to learn about pond creatures”

“The wonderful use
of space -really gave
a sense of emersion
- there is so much
detail in the artwork
and it's great to be
able to explore.”

“The mad creatures,
particularly the newt
life cycle - & the
atmosphere.”

“Display was impressive
and informative, will
make me look at my
little ponds at home in a
whole new light.”

“The message was clear
and understandable for all
who attend.”
“It was a magical experience
the diversity of texture and
colour was excellent.”

People were also asked on the questionnaire what they would change. 7 people responded to
this question, with a lot of comments recommending more funding and a larger venue! Making
creatures during the visit to the display could have improved the event, meaning that groups
who had not yet created anything would have felt more included. With a larger venue, this could
have been possible.
130 people took part in the quiz to guess the number of creatures that were in the room. 1
person guessed the correct answer (111) and 3 people guessed 110, and all were sent wildlifethemed prizes. People were also asked on the competition slip what mark they would give
Under the Surface out of ten. 97 people gave us a mark out of ten ranging from 1 to 1000, with
the average mark coming out as 51 out of 10!
52 quizzes were completed by young people (some working in teams), 50 out of 52
questionnaires returned the correct answer that a frog was an amphibian. 29 gave the correct
answer that grass snakes had a yellow and black necklace around their neck, and 39 that they
could swim (bearing in mind there was a 6m long cuddly grass snake in the room!). 42
questionnaires gave the correct answer that toads had lumpier skin than frogs, and 45 that great
crested newts were black (again there were large models of these animals in the room, and
these features were pointed out prior to the quiz).
27 correct explanations of biodiversity were given in their own words, based around the
breakdown of the word used in sessions as ‘lots of different kinds of life’. If we had been able to
have one-to-one discussions with each young person this may have been different, as a number
of the young people were known to have literacy issues and/or special needs, and could have
possibly explained the concept better than they could write it.
Overall these results for learning generally suggest positive outcomes, but did highlight that we
perhaps needed to build in more activities that really highlighted the definition of biodiversity.
Building on our sweetshop analogy, where we said the best sweetshop sold lots of different
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kinds of sweets rather than just one, perhaps in future we could build in an activity taking this
further. We could use actual sweets (or fruit for a healthier option!) to better elucidate the idea
that for wildlife, variety is indeed the spice of life. However, even if the concept eluded the
young people, the atmosphere and the activities hopefully meant that they physically saw and
felt the biodiversity in a pond, and absorbed that idea.
Some young people also completed comment cards to evaluate the event and their
experiences. Again, here are some of our favourites:

“I really think this
is the best place
I've ever seen.”

“I have learnt the names of
different types of animals
that live in ponds.”

“I enjoyed everything which was
the quiz, people, info, games.
We loved the frog hats.”

“I have enjoyed
making the pond
creatures and
working towards the
end project.”

“Ponds are important
because they are
home to some of the
most common watery
animals in the world.”

.

“Ponds are important to
support life for many species
of amphibians, reptiles,
mammals, insects and plants.
It is a great place for different
creatures to hide and thrive.”

“I now know names of lots of
different varieties of creatures
and plants. Ponds are
important for both of these.”

Lessons learnt and ideas:
•

•

•

Under the Surface really highlighted the value of taking activities out to groups and
schools looking to be involved in special educational sessions. We probably could have
visited more groups if we had started offering sessions in January rather than February.
Some of the schools were already aware of National Science and Engineering Week
and looking for activities.
Starting with visits to groups and involving them in creating things for the installation
meant that they were really excited about coming to the event in town. This was a great
way to ensure good attendance for the event, which could have been even higher if we
had pushed the publicity even more. We did talk about Under the Surface on local BBC
radio, and send out press releases, but it was not massively picked up. Invites were also
sent via our list of 100 contacts from the Ponds for Life project.
Science and Engineering Week proved to be a good theme for the event, backing up the
fun and creativity with a more serious underpinning as a science lesson with a
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•

difference. This is something of a niche for Froglife, bringing an interactive and handson approach to sharing important concepts in conservation. We will be developing this
‘science with a difference’ approach further through our education strategy and future
events and projects.
There were a number of factors contributing to the general success and quality of the
event, meaning that it was aesthetically stimulating and had a fun and positive
atmosphere. Working across two projects meant that different staff were able to
collaborate and support the outputs, including having two staff members run every
session. The general team work and support of the whole Froglife team (and friends and
family!) was invaluable, particularly on a busy Saturday before the event where a
number of us came into the office to finish things off. There was also a great team
building element to this work, and we discovered some hidden papier mache skills
amongst the staff!

The icing on the cake
Under the Surface won the Best Science
Event during National Science and
Engineering Week! We were visited by Dan
Richards from the British Science Association,
who also went to other events all over the
country. He observed a session with the
Phoenix School for young people with special
needs, where we also learnt some Makaton
sign language for ‘frog’, ‘snake’, creepy
crawlies, ‘thank you’ and ‘goodbye’. Dan
informed us of the reasons for our success:
“We've done all of our judging now, and I've got some excellent news for you - you
have come top in the Best Science Event category! :o)
I thought it was a really wonderful event, and I loved the way you reached out to
different parts of the community to create artistic representations of what life is like
under the water. I thought the way you interacted with the special needs group was
excellent - it was a great to see an activity that could be tailored to engage all sorts
of different groups while still communicating a core message of biodiversity.
I certainly came away feeling very happy and inspired, and I imagine the rest of
your audiences did too!”
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One of the great pleasures of the project was sharing a space with artists in the gallery, who
coincidentally all focussed on the natural world in their work. This made going from Under the
Surface to the rest of the gallery quite a holistic experience. The artists also seemed please to
have us, as this comment from textile artist Anita Bruce highlights:
“We thoroughly enjoyed your ‘intervention’ in the gallery and it was a pleasure
to have such friendly people sharing our space! Fantastic news about your
award – we are so proud of you! Come in and see us soon!”

The Old Still is a lovely space, and a valuable community facility. Being in the centre of town
was an important part of the success of the project. This was a great way to conclude Ponds for
Life, enabling us to work with a wide range of people and have a lot of fun!
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Conclusion
This has been a really interesting and exciting project for Froglife and we are pleased with the
outcomes. We have learnt a lot from the project that will help us to develop our future education
and outreach work. To summarise:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training volunteers to specialise in surveying particular species rather than general
expertise including Pond Conservation’s Predictive System for Multimetrics (PSYM).
Creating opportunities for people to support and be involved in the Reserve in different
ways, including practical and less hands-on opportunities such as visits and talks.
Ongoing recruitment of volunteers, and the potential of this to help deal with some of the
access issues for the site, which may continue to be a challenging aspect of our work on
the Reserve.
Improving attendance and diversity for events by developing relationships with schools
and community groups who can bring members along.
Having an email/online as well as phone booking system for events, but being aware
that people are very likely to turn up without booking, especially if the weather is nice.
Ongoing work with the mini computers as an educational tool – it may take us time to
find the best way to use them.
Visiting groups prior to visits to the Reserve or to invite involvement in competitions and
events to introduce concepts and messages.
Offering a series of visits to schools and groups to build confidence.
Working with small groups (maximum of 16) with two members of staff in sessions
where possible.
Having themed open sessions on Hampton Nature Reserve to attract different
audiences, with set start and end times.
A need to offer talks and visits to groups and schools as part of events, to compliment
opportunities to visit other sites and work outdoors.
A need to evaluate how/if there is a potential for Froglife to develop relationships with
local businesses via team building days.
A need for promotional materials that not only reinforce Froglife’s identity but also back
up and remind people of key messages.
Having an exciting focus for events that people can contribute to themselves.
Joining projects together for special events and activities to pool resources and
enthusiasm.
Pushing and developing Froglife’s approach to conservation and science education with
a difference, being inclusive and hands-on and offering creative and fun ways for people
to learn key concepts.

Photographs in this report by Sam Taylor, Alice Parker, Andy Mortimore, Natalie Giles, Tracy
Roberts and Paul Gardner.
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